Spark plug wires for chevy 350

The small block engine first appeared as a high-performance V-8 option for the Chevy Camaro.
In , it could be ordered with the Chevy Nova. In , any Chevy vehicle could be ordered with a
engine. Spark plugs for the engine are on the sides of the engine, outside the cylinder heads.
Depending on the year of the engine, the spark plugs may stick straight out or set at a degree
angle. Eight spark plugs are required to keep the engine running smoothly. Spark plugs for the
Chevy engine are readily available from any auto parts store. Spark plugs come pre-gapped, but
you should always verify the gap with a spark plug gap tool. The gap for a small block should
be 0. Torque is a crucial aspect of installing spark plugs. Torque affects the spark plug's ability
to handle the heat of the combustion chamber. The correct torque setting for a small block
engine spark plug is 20 ft. From to , the small block engine used 14 mm spark plugs and a
compression washer for a tight seal. Starting in , a tapered seat did away with the need for a
compression washer. The routing of the spark plug wires from the distributor cap on the engine
to the individual spark plugs in each cylinder determines the sequence in which the spark plugs
fire. Each of the eight cylinders on the engine requires a spark at the correct time. The firing
order on the small block engine is Residing in the Endless Mountains of Pennsylvania, Teri
Olcott began her writing career in as a small-town newspaper reporter. In , Olcott entered the
technical writing field. Spark Plug Size From to , the small block engine used 14 mm spark plugs
and a compression washer for a tight seal. Firing Order The routing of the spark plug wires from
the distributor cap on the engine to the individual spark plugs in each cylinder determines the
sequence in which the spark plugs fire. References Boxwrench. There are a myriad of articles
on the Internet devoted to ignition systems. The science of creating and conducting an
electrical charge and sending it to a spark plug is nothing new. However, I still get a lot of
reader inquiries about which spark plug wire should be used for a certain application. The
latest, technically advanced ignition systems have created a situation where plug wire selection
can optimize engine performance or even hinder power output. Almost all plug wires are
constructed using similar components: a central core, conductive suppression layer insulator,
fiberglass braid, and an outer silicone jacket. The center core of OEM-type spark plug wires is
made of a carbon fiber that helps minimize radio frequency interference RFI. This reduces the
amount of electrical charge that can be delivered to the spark plug. The purpose of this
resistance in the plug wires is to help suppress electrical interference with other electronic
components in the car. However, the resistance must not be enough to hinder the spark from
traveling to the spark plug. Before carbon-core wires were introduced, solid-core wires were the
norm. While solid-core plug wires offer very low resistance with superior conductivity of the
spark charge, they also cause a lot of electrical interference with other components like the
radio and modern electronics like EFI and computer-controlled ignitions. Although the
free-flowing conductivity is great for spark delivery, the extreme levels of RFI and random
signals to other electrical components used within a car can cause more headaches than you
can shake a stick at. The latest advancements in plug wire construction have nearly rendered
solid-core wires obsolete. Solid-core wires left are great for all-out race cars that do not need to
worry about EMI with stereos and such. Carbon-core wires right are the standard for most
enthusiasts. However, spiral core is a great choice for the vast majority of enthusiasts
nowadays. That helps check the box to use a spiral core for a lot of customers. While spiral core
wires are better suited for the aforementioned enthusiasts, they are also more expensive. The
outer silicone layer of a plug wire is what you can see. This is usually made of EPDM rubber or
silicone. Most wire manufacturers offer different colored outer jackets, but the color is purely
cosmetic. However, the outer jacket is more than just good looks. It is constructed in such a
way to add protection from heat, abrasion, and deterioration from chemical exposure. Under the
outer layer is a braided material â€” usually nylon or fiberglass â€” which adds strength and
helps minimize EMI. The material underneath the braided layer is usually a dense, heat-resistant
silicone insulation. The heart of the wire is the core. Typically, the conductor core in plug wires
has carbon-impregnated fibers. These could be nylon or Kevlar. As the spark current travels
through the plug wire, it has a certain amount of resistance working against that current. This
reduced resistance allows the engine to start easily and even produce a smoother idle than an
OEM-replacement wire can. Next, measure the length of the wire you want to test and make a
note of the length measured in feet. Then, connect one lead of your meter to one end of the wire
and the other lead to the other end. In a performance application, less is more. As an example, if
you have 4-feet of Super Stock or Street Fire wire, you should have an ohm reading of 2, ohms.
Types Of Spark Plug Wires. The most popular aftermarket plug-wire construction for street
vehicles â€” and even race cars â€” are spiral-wound wires. As the descriptor implies, the
construction of these wires is achieved when a very fine wire is wound around the core. Spiral
wound wires are a mainstay on any high-performance ignition system. Double silicon insulation
eliminates leakage and misfire. The wires feature heavy-duty 8. Spiral-wound wires do, however,

require frequent replacement as the carbon core will break down or crack over time. Plug wires
are consumables and considered part of a routine maintenance schedule. Both of these
materials conduct electrical current very well. Size Matters. For instance, 7mm, 8mm, 8.
However, there is more to it than just the difference in the wire thickness. The core is the same
diameter, regardless of the wire O. The advantage to the larger O. D is to protect the core and
insulate it from arcing through the jacketing. A helically wound conductor suppresses EMI. A
crimping tool is included with universal sets. Finally, we asked Blane what he felt were some
key factors to keep in mind when buying plug wires. The ignitions of today produce more
current, which could make its way through the wire. When that is taking place, an
electromagnetic field is created. This is important to be aware of because each field can create
interference with more sensitive electronic components. The Extreme plug wire kits utilize
ceramic boots that will withstand temperatures up to 2, degrees. The boots are available in
straight, , or degree configurations. Were told the ceramic coating acts as a heat mirror,
reflecting infrared energy and heat away from the plug boot. Finally, Graham wanted to convey
how important it is to ensure wire routing is properly done. Two; whenever possible, route the
wires away from sensitive electronics. Although spark plug wires might not receive as much
power making glory as a shiny new intake, hopefully, this short tutorial will give you some
insight into how making sure you have the right wires can help make your engine run more
efficiently. Build your own custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore,
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Racing. Engine Tech. So, back in time, when my dad had a Camaro SS with a the most stunning
engine on a market, btw , I figure out, that spark plug wires are much significant thing then I
thought. We had to change them every year and a half, because most of them on the aftermarket
were too bad. But now, as a 20 year expert, in this case, I can offer you some of the best-quality
spark plug wires for SBC engines on the market, in great memory of my father. If you are not the
type of person that like to be messed up under the hood - these Taylor Cable spark plug wires
are definitely for you. So, if you wanna buy a nice set of new spark plug wires, that can save you
some money on the road, then choose Denso. I think you should take this set of wires if you are
an off-road driver. Some modern cars have ignition systems without a distributor, with spark
plug wires connecting each coil block directly to one or more spark plug, while others have a
coil structure on the plug, which completely obviates the need for wiring but this is a completely
different story. But sure to say, that keeping up on your ignition parts like your coils, spark plug
wires, cap, rotor and spark plugs is always important, but especially on the older If one piece of
the ignition puzzle is fizzing out or needs replacement, then the whole system suffers and you'll
notice it when you're driving. Taylor's 8mm High-Energy Series is a high temperature and oil
resistant spark plug wire set, available with two popular conductors: resistor and wire. These
wires are a direct performance replacement. That means that they're a direct substitute for the
stock wires, but they're higher performance than the stock wires are. Even if you weren't
looking for a high-performance upgrade, these are still a nice stock replacement. You won't be
messing anything up by adding a higher output wire to your system. This blue 8mm spark plug
wires set increases torque and horsepower and provide maximum voltage. They have
oil-resistant insulation with RFI radio frequency interference suppression, silicone boots and
double spring locks. If you trust wires that are more like original, then spark plug wires from
Denso are the ideal choice. As Danso says, thanks to the patented process, the terminals on
these wires provide an extremely strong connection, so that the cable and the lid do not
separate during removal and installation. That makes them the best for gas mileage. MSD Super
Conductor spark plug wires set, equipped with a clamping cap; single clamping strap for the
conductor; large clamping paws, that capture the shell; 8. These wires are separated by double
clamps, one for the sleeve of the wire and the other for the grip of the conductor. Due to the
individual squeezing, the conductor does not need to bend degrees. This separate clamp
provides a more reliable fitting, thereby reducing the probability of a break-in mass on the
cylinder block or exhaust manifold. If you are looking for a spark plug wires to service your
engine, then check this ACDelco set. It is a professional set that is made of high-strength glass
fiber and high-temperature silicone insulators. This is a professional set of wires. Engineers
designed their length, diameter and conductor to provide maximum performance and protection

against breakage. The shape and materials of the headers distributor cover ensure correct
planting, installation, and watertight sealing, and the design of the terminal improves the
retention of the spark plug and facilitates installation with excellent corrosion resistance. The
insulator uses high-quality dielectric materials. Finally, the coil catch helps prevent abrasion
and breakage of the wire. The faults are an electrical failure and current leakage. The electrical
circuit breaks at the point where the metal contact of the wire is connected to the conductive
housing and other components of the ignition system, for example:. In the areas where the
connection is broken, there will be a spark and heat, which further aggravates the situation and
may lead to the burning of metal contacts or core components. Current leakage occurs through
contaminated wires, spark plugs distributor cover, ignition coil, and when insulation and caps
are damaged, so their dielectric properties deteriorate during use. Wire resistance can be
measured with a digital multimeter. The values vary but should not exceed 50 Ohms. If one of
the wires showed a resistance value much less than the others, then it is faulty. At low
temperatures, high-voltage wires become rigid, and their insulation is more likely to be
damaged. Besides, due to the constant vibration that accompanies the engine operation, the
joints are loose, which may lead to a deterioration of the contact, for example in the distributor
cover. The high temperature affects the spark plugs the most, because they are close to the
heated parts of the engine. They often fail when removed. If you're looking for new spark plug
wires, it's a really good idea to replace the cap and rotor while you're at it since that isn't
expensive to do. You're also gonna wanna check out your coil, too. Do you have some troubles
with your car currently? It's a good idea to just replace all of these things in one shot. If your old
components aren't working that well, you're gonna notice a big difference in how the car runs. It
is often possible to determine the failure by testing the insulation when the engine is operating
by ear clicks are audible or visually. If you open the engine compartment at night, the current
leak will be visible by the spark. In the dark, there is sometimes a luminosity glow around the
ignition system devices due to the humidity and ionization of the air, for example before a
thunderstorm, or high current leakage. Good contact in the headers prevents the loss of
impulse energy transmitted to the spark plug wires. It is therefore advisable to check
periodically whether the headers are well inserted into the sockets of the relevant ignition
system components. To prevent damage to the wire, it is recommended to remove it from the
cap rather than pulling it for insulation. It is worth mentioning, that spark plug wires do not fail
suddenly. So it is necessary to take as a rule - from time to time pay attention to them in order
to not end up with a failed engine on the highway or in a clean field away from the mechanic's
garage. Updated April Why you can trust me? I accept nothing from product manufacturers. I
only earn commission from Amazon. I recommend: our pick. View on Amazon. Check price.
How I decided 8. Denso runner-up. This set has an exact length, so they are ready for
installation from the box. MSD premium. This model is the most popular on MSD product line,
and a bunch of reviews are confirming this. ACDelco Q budget. What are the signs of spark plug
wires failure? The electrical circuit breaks at the point where the metal contact of the wire is
connected to the conductive housing and other components of the ignition system, for
example: release of the wire bad connection with the output of the relevant components of the
ignition system oxidation or breakage of the core In the areas where the connection is broken,
there will be a spark and heat, which further aggravates the situation and may lead to the
burning of metal contacts or core components. Conclusion It is worth mentioning, that spark
plug wires do not fail suddenly. Resources: High tension leads - wikipedia Spark Plug wikipedia How often should i replace my spark plugs - ngksparkplugs. You can save or share
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each listing for international shipping options and costs. Hello guys, today I will be introducing
to you the best of spark plugs for your Chevy Engine. As you already know, the Chevy engines
or any car engine will not start without the spark from the plug. This small spark brings the
pistons to action, and then it allows the power to go up. Besides that, the spark plug should be
of good quality to last long and to ensure that the car engine remains powered up for as long as
you want. Let us check out the best Spark Plugs available in the market for Chevy This Spark
plug from NGK helps in combusting and staying hotter for longer. The effectiveness of the
plugs is seen with its factory set gaps that do not even need gaps. The G-Power Platinum spark
plugs are ideal for long time use and for remaining so. This product is popular due to iridium,
which has electrodes that spark up faster and keep the engine powered up for long. The iridium
plays a vital role in increasing the performance and accelerating the vehicle quickly. The plug
also gets a gasket seal that is three-layered thereby preventing leakage. The iridium alloy allows
high durability and even can withstand great heat. Besides that, the product is anticorrosion
thanks to the Trivalent Metal plating. This spark plug gets factory-set gaps and therefore, it does
not require any adjustment. The product also gets surface air gap firing technology and the
yttrium electrodes are responsible for air-fuel mixture and for reducing wear and tear. It also is
easy to install thereby, giving a long-lasting spark. The spark plug focuses on energy and fuel
efficiency in producing the right air-fuel mixture. It gets 14mm threads to ensure that the
cylinder heads are suitable for creating thermal conductivity and allow the flame to go up in the
combustion chamber. After spending considerable time in finding of the best spark plugs to
use, I have decided that the NGK Spark Plugs for Chevy is what I will use for my Chevy engine. I
have attached the product links in the table. Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Watch this video on YouTube. You might
also like. Prev Next. Leave A Reply. Sign in. Welcome, Login to your account. Forget password?
Remember me. Sign in Recover your password. A password will be e-mailed to you. Every
vehicle has a few important parts without which it cannot be termed as a vehicle. The engine is,
of course, the primary part. Which are the others? We have often spoken about spark plugs and
the crucial role they play. We know that without good spark plugs, we are bound to face multiple
engine troubles including a complete engine failure. Commonly referred to as ignition cables,
spark plug wires work to transfer the spark to the plug from the coil. They are essential in cars
that have a remote coil pack or a distributor. In the absence of these wires, you will not be able
to transfer the spark and the engine will not start. We need to learn about the various options
available so that we purchase nothing short of the best. In this article, we will discuss which
ones you should go for if you own a Chevy These are high quality, aftermarket replacement sets
for Chevy Below are some of the features that make them stand out:. These spark plug wires are
available in black and red, and come with the following features:. The Moroso ignition wire set
has been fully tried and tested for dielectric strength, electric conductivity, and secure
termination. It has multiple features that make it a good choice. Here are a few:. Another good
option from Moroso, this particular spark plug wire set has been designed for Chevy , , , , , , and
models. This set of wires is from King Auto Parts. Yes, they do. High performance spark plugs
help save fuel and ensure that the engine is running efficiently. Bad quality wires have the
opposite effect. A thick wire indicates a thick core. So, this may help more power with low
resistance to reach the spark plug. This is why many people prefer 8mm spark plug wires. This
length is sufficient for most applications. However, if you hav
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e a street rod, you might consider shorter wires. It could lead to dangerous consequences such
as the fuel-and-air mixture catching fire. The rule of thumb is every 60, to , miles. If you see
signs of wear and damage earlier, you should check and replace them immediately. Yes, you
can. The spark plug wires will be worn-out soon and you will have to change them separately,
leading to more hassle. We hope you now have a clear idea about the importance of spark plug
wires and which ones to purchase. If you have any doubts, you can get in touch with us and we
will be happy to guide you. Meta description: Your search for the best spark plug wires for
Chevy ends here. We have a comprehensive list for you, complete with the pros and cons of
each product. Click here now. Your email address will not be published. What are spark plug
wires? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Check Also. Best
spark plug for 5. Facebook Twitter WhatsApp Telegram. Close Search for.

